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Present status of the inationary senarioPotential reonstrution from the power salar spetrumPhysial sales related to inationVisualizing small di�erenes in the duration of inationGravitational waves from ination and other e�etsInation in f (R) gravityConlusions



Main epohs of the Universe evolutionH � _aa where a(t) is a sale fator of an isotropihomogeneous spatially at universe (aFriedmann-Lemâitre-Robertson-Walker bakground):ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2) + small perturbationsThe history of the Universe in one line: four main epohs? �! DS=)FLRWRD=)FLRWMD=)DS �! ?Geometryj _Hj << H2=) H = 12t =) H = 23t =) j _Hj << H2Physisp � �� =) p = �=3 =) p � � =) p � ��Duration in terms of the number of e-folds ln(a�n=ain)> 60 � 55 8 0:3



Main advantages of ination1. Aestheti eleganeInation { hypothesis about an almost maximally symmetri(quasi-de Sitter) stage of the evolution of our Universe in thepast, before the hot Big Bang. If so, preferred initialonditions for (quantum) inhomogeneities with suÆientlyshort wavelengths exist { the adiabati in-vauum ones. Inaddition, these initial onditions represent an attrator for amuh larger ompat open set of initial onditions having anon-zero measure in the spae of all initial onditions.2. Preditability, proof and/or falsi�ationGiven equations, this gives a possibility to alulate allsubsequent evolution of the Universe up to the present timeand even further to the future. Thus, any onrete inationarymodel an be proved or disproved by observational data.



3. Naturalness of the hypothesisRemarkable qualitative similarity between primordial andpresent dark energy.4. Relates quantum gravity and quantum osmology toastronomial observationsMakes quantum gravity e�ets observable at the present timeand at very large { osmologial { sales.5. Produes (non-universal) arrow of time for our UniverseOrigin { initial quasi-vauum utuation with a fantastiallylarge orrelation radius.



Present status of inationNow we have numbers.P. A. R. Ade et al., arXiv:1303.5082The primordial spetrum of salar perturbations has beenmeasured and its deviation from the at spetrum ns = 1 inthe �rst order in jns � 1j � N�1 has been disovered (usingthe multipole range ` > 40):P�(k) = Z �2�(k)k dk; �2� = �2:20+0:05�0:06� 10�9� kk0�ns�1k0 = 0:05Mp�1; ns � 1 = �0:040� 0:007N.B.: The value is obtained under some natural assumptions,the most ritial of them is N� = 3, for N� = 4 many thingshave to be reonsidered and ns � 1 is not exluded.



Comparison with some simple models



From "proving" ination to using it as a toolSimple (one-parameter, in partiular) models may be good inthe �rst approximation (indeed so), but it is diÆult to expetthem to be absolutely exat, small orretions due to newphysis should exist (indeed so).Present status of ination: transition from "proving" it ingeneral and testing some of its simplest models to applyingthe inationary paradigm to investigate partile physis atsuper-high energies and the atual history of the Universe inthe remote past using real observational data on ns(k)� 1 andr(k).The reonstrution approah { determining urvature andinaton potential from observational data.The most important quantities:1) for lassial gravity { H; _H2) for super-high energy partile physis { m2in .



Generation of salar and tensor perturbationsduring inationA genuine quantum-gravitational e�et: a partiular ase ofthe e�et of partile-antipartile reation by an externalgravitational �eld. Requires quantization of a spae-timemetri. Similar to eletron-positron reation by an eletri�eld. From the diagrammati point of view: an imaginary partof a one-loop orretion to the propagator of a gravitational�eld from all quantum matter �elds inluding the gravitational�eld itself, too.The e�et an be understood from the behaviour of a lightsalar �eld in the de Sitter spae-time.



For sales of astronomial and osmologial interest, the e�etof reation of metri perturbations ours at the primordial deSitter (inationary) stage when k � a(t)H(t) where k � jkj(the �rst Hubble radius rossing).After that, for a very long period when k � aH until theseond Hubble radius rossing (whih ours rather reently atthe radiation or matter dominated stages), there exist onemode of salar (adiabati, density) perturbations and twomodes of tensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves)for whih metri perturbations are onstant (in some gauge)and independent of (unknown) loal mirophysis due to theausality priniple.N.B. This has to be reheked if the loal Lorentz invariane isabandoned.



Quantum-to-lassial transitionIn the super-Hubble regime in the oordinate representation:ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(Ælm + hlm)dx ldxm; l ;m = 1; 2; 3hlm = 2�(r)Ælm + 2Xa=1 g (a)(r) e(a)lme l(a)l = 0; g (a);l e l(a)m = 0; e(a)lm e lm(a) = 1� desribes primordial salar perturbations, g { primordialtensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves (GW)).



This behaviour makes an e�etive quantum-to-lassialtransition possible: in fat, metri perturbations hlm arequantum (operators in the Heisenberg representation) andremain quantum up to the present time. But, after omitting ofa very small part, deaying with time, they beome ommutingand, thus, equivalent to lassial (-number) stohastiquantities with the Gaussian statistis (up to small termsquadrati in �; g).Remaining quantum oherene: deterministi orrelationbetween k and �k modes - shows itself in the appearane ofaousti osillations (primordial osillations in ase of GW).



FLRW dynamis with a salar �eldIn the absene of spatial urvature and other matter:H2 = �23  _�22 + V (�)!_H = ��22 _�2��+ 3H _� + V 0(�) = 0where �2 = 8�G (~ =  = 1).



Inationary slow-roll dynamisSlow-roll ours if: j��j � Hj _�j; _�2 � V , and then j _Hj � H2.Neessary onditions: jV 0j � �V ; jV 00j � �2V . ThenH2 � �2V3 ; _� � � V 03H ; N � ln afa � �2 Z ��f VV 0 d�First obtained in A. A. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 4, 82(1978) in the V = m2�22 ase and for a bouning model.



Spetral preditions of the one-�eld inationarysenario in GRSalar (adiabati) perturbations:P�(k) = H4k4�2 _�2 = GH4k�j _Hjk = 128�G 3V 3k3V 02kwhere the index k means that the quantity is taken at themoment t = tk of the Hubble radius rossing during inationfor eah spatial Fourier mode k = a(tk)H(tk). Through thisrelation, the number of e-folds from the end of ination bakin time N(t) transforms to N(k) = ln kfk wherekf = a(tf )H(tf ), tf denotes the end of ination.The spetral slopens(k)� 1 � d lnP�(k)d ln k = 1�2  2 V 00kVk � 3�V 0kVk�2!



Tensor perturbations (A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 50, 844(1979)):Pg (k) = 16GH2k� ; ng (k) � d lnPg (k)d ln k = � 1�2 �V 0kVk�2The onsisteny relation:r(k) � PgP� = 16j _Hk jH2k = 8jng(k)jTensor perturbations are always suppressed by at least thefator � 8=N(k) ompared to salar ones. For the presentHubble sale, N(kH) = (50� 60).



Potential reonstrution from salar powerspetrumIn the slow-roll approximation:V 3V 02 = CP�(k(t(�))); C = 12�2�6Changing variables for � to N(�) and integrating, we get:1V (N) = � �412�2 Z dNP�(N)�� = Z dNrd lnVdNAn ambiguity in the form of V (�) beause of an integrationonstant in the �rst equation. Information about Pg (k) helpsto remove this ambiguity.



In partiular, if primordial GW are not disovered in the orderns � 1: r � 8jns � 1j � 0:3 ;then �V 0V �2 � jV 00V j; jng j = r8 � jns � 1j; jng jN � 1 :This is possible only if V = V0 + ÆV ; jÆV j � V0 { aplateau-like potential. ThenÆV (N) = �4V 2012�2 Z dNP�(N)�� = Z dNpV0 rd(ÆV (N))dNHere, integration onstants renormalize V0 and shift �. Thus,the unambiguous determination of the form of V (�) withoutknowledge of Pg (k) beomes possible.



In partiular, if ns � 1 = � 2N � �0:04 for all N = 1� 60 andr � 8jns � 1j, thenV (�) = V0 (1� exp(����))with ���� 1 but � not very small, andr = 8�2N2



The simplest models produing the observed salarslopeI. In the Einstein gravity:V (�) = m2�22m � 1:8� 10�6�55N �MPl � 2� 1013GeVns � 1 = � 2N � �0:036; r = 8N � 0:15HdS(N = 55) = 1:4� 1014GeV



II. In the modi�ed, salar-tensor gravity:f (R) = R + R26M2M = 2:6� 10�6�55N �MPl � 3� 1013GeVns � 1 = � 2N � �0:036; r = 12N2 � 0:004HdS(N = 55) = 1:4� 1014GeVThe same predition from a salar �eld model withV (�) = ��44 at large � and strong non-minimal oupling togravity �R�2 with � < 0; j�j � 1, inluding theBrout-Englert-Higgs inationary model.



Note similar preditions for inaton masses and essentially thesame predition for HdS .Ination + observations suggest the existene of urvatures inthe past H � 1014GeV � 10�28 m�1 and the inaton massm � 1013GeV, signi�antly less than the GUT sale1015 � 1016GeV.Often another energy sale E = (~33V )1=4 � pHMPl isintrodued whih is indeed of the order of the GUT sale. Butis this quantity physial?



Let us apply the same method to water and disoverthe harateristi energy sale of water:E = (1 gm3 � 2)1=4 = 45 keV.Compete nonsense!So, if this method leads to a totally misleading result for water,ould it be better for primordial dark energy driving ination?



Visualizing small di�erenes in the number ofe-foldsLoal duration of ination in terms of Ntot = ln� a(t�n)a(tin) � isdi�erent is di�erent point of spae: Ntot = Ntot(r). Then�(r) = ÆNtot(r)Corret generalization to the non-linear ase: the spae-timemetri after the end of ination at super-Hubble salesds2 = dt2 � a2(t)e2Ntot (r)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2)First derived in A. A. Starobinsky, Phys. Lett. B 117, 175(1982) in the ase of one-�eld ination.



T = (2:72548� 0:00057)K�T (�; �) = X̀m a`mY`m(�; �)< a`ma`0m0 >= C`Æ``0Æmm0Theory: averaging over realizations.Observations: averaging over the sky for a �xed `.For salar perturbations, generated mainly at the lastsattering surfae (the surfae or reombination) atzLSS � 1090 (the Sahs-Wolfe, Silk and Doppler e�ets), butalso after it (the integrated Sahs-Wolfe e�et).For GW { only the ISW works.



For ` . 50, negleting the Silk and Doppler e�ets, as well asthe ISW e�et due the presene of dark energy,�T (�; �)T = �15�(rLSS ; �; �) = �15ÆNtot(rLSS ; �; �)For ns = 1, `(`+ 1)C`;s = 2�25P�



Auray: with �TT � 10�6, ÆN � 5� 10�6, and forH � 1014GeV, Æt � tPl !



Where is the primordial GW ontribution to CMBtemperature anisotropy?For 1� ` . 50, the Sahs-Wolfe plateau ours for theontribution from GW, too:`(`+ 1)C`;g = �36 �1 + 48�2385 �Pgassuming nt = 1 (A. A. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 11,133 (1985)). So,C` = C`;s + C`;g = (1 + 0:775r)C`;s.For larger ` > 50, `(`+ 1)C`;s grows and the �rst aoustipeak forms at ` � 200, while `(`+ 1)C`;g dereases quikly.Thus, the presene of GW should lead to a step-likeenhanement of `(`+ 1)C` for ` . 50.
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The most ritial disordane between WMAP and Plankresults from one side and the BISEP2 ones from the other:no sign of GW in the CMB temperature anisotropy powerspetrum.Instead of the � 10% inrease of `(`+ 1)C` over the multipolerange 2� ` < 50, a � 10% depression is seen for20 . ` . 40 (see e.g. Fig. 39 of arXiv:1303.5076).The feature exists even if r � N�1 but the presene ofr � 0:1 makes it larger.More detailed analysis in D. K. Hazra, A. Sha�eloo,G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky, JCAP 1406, 061 (2014),arXiv:1403.7786 :the power-law form of P�(k) is exluded at more than 3� CL.



Other loal features in the same range
The e�et of at least the same order: an upward wiggle at` � 40 (the Arheops feature) and a downward one at ` � 22.Lesson: irrespetive of an analysis of foregroundontamination in the BISEP2 result, features in the anisotropyspetrum for 20 . ` . 40 on�rmed by WMAP and Plankshould be taken into aount and studied seriously.



A more elaborated lass of model suggested by previousstudies of sharp features in the inaton potential aused, e.g.by a fast phase transition ourred in another �eld oupled tothe inaton during ination:D. K. Hazra, A. Sha�eloo, G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky,JCAP 1408, 048 (2014); arXiv:1405.2012In partiular, the potential with a sudden hange of its �rstderivative: V (�) = �2 + ��p(�� �0) �(�� �0)whih generalizes the exatly soluble model onsidered inA. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 55, 489 (1992) produes�2� lnL = �11:8 ompared to the best-�tted power lawsalar spetrum, partly due to the better desription of wigglesat both ` � 40 and ` � 22.



f (R) gravityThe simplest model of modi�ed gravity (= geometrial darkenergy) onsidered as a phenomenologial marosopi theoryin the fully non-linear regime and non-perturbative regime.S = 116�G Z f (R)p�g d4x + Smf (R) = R + F (R); R � R��Here f 00(R) is not identially zero. Usual matter desribed bythe ation Sm is minimally oupled to gravity.Vauum one-loop orretions depending on R only (not on itsderivatives) are assumed to be inluded into f (R). Thenormalization point: at laboratory values of R where thesalaron mass (see below) ms � onst.Metri variation is assumed everywhere. Palatini variationleads to a di�erent theory with a di�erent number of degreesof freedom.



Field equations18�G �R�� � 12 Æ��R� = � �T �� (vis) + T �� (DM) + T �� (DE)� ;where G = G0 = onst is the Newton gravitational onstantmeasured in laboratory and the e�etive energy-momentumtensor of DE is8�GT �� (DE) = F 0(R)R���12 F (R)Æ��+�r�r� � Æ��rr�F 0(R) :Beause of the need to desribe DE, de Sitter solutions in theabsene of matter are of speial interest. They are given bythe roots R = RdS of the algebrai equationRf 0(R) = 2f (R) :



Transformation to the Einstein frame and bakIn the Einstein frame, free partiles of usual matter do notfollow geodesis and atomi loks do not measure propertime.From the Jordan (physial) frame to the Einstein one:gE�� = f 0g J��; �� =r32 ln f 0; V (�) = f 0R � f2�2f 02where �2 = 8�G .Inverse transformation:R = �p6�dV (�)d� + 4�2V (�)� exp r23��!f (R) = �p6�dV (�)d� + 2�2V (�)� exp 2r23��!V (�) should be at least C 1.



Analogues of large-�eld (haoti) ination: F (R) � R2A(R)for R !1 with A(R) being a slowly varying funtion of R,namely jA0(R)j � A(R)R ; jA00(R)j � A(R)R2 :In partiular, f (R) � R26m2 ln2(R=m2)for R � m2 to have the same ns ; r as for V = m2�2=2.Analogues of small-�eld (new) ination, R � R1:F 0(R1) = 2F (R1)R1 ; F 00(R1) � 2F (R1)R21 :Thus, all inationary models in f (R) gravity are lose to thesimplest one over some range of R.



ConlusionsI Ination is being transformed into a normal physialtheory, based on some natural assumptions on�rmed byobservations and used to obtain new theoretialknowledge from them.I First quantitative observational evidene for smallquantities of the �rst order in the slow-roll parameters:ns(k)� 1 and r(k).I The quantitative theoretial predition of these quantitiesis based on gravity (spae-time metri) quantization andrequires very large spae-time urvature in the past of ourUniverse with a harateristi length only �ve orders ofmagnitude larger than the Plank one.



I Regarding CMB temperature anisotropy, small features inthe multipole range 20 . ` . 40 at the auray level� 1 �K whih mask the GW ontribution to CMBtemperature anisotropy have to be investigated andunderstood. They may reet some �ne struture ofination (i.e. fast phase transitions in other quantum�elds oupled to an inaton during ination).I Though the Einstein gravity plus a minimally oupledinaton remains suÆient for desription of ination withexisting observational data, modi�ed (in partiular,salar-tensor or f (R)) gravity an do it as well.
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